Cable Organizer Set User Instructions
We've worked very hard on making this guide useful, simple, and understandable.
Please read it carefully, and keep it safe for future reference. Cheers!

✔ In the package, you should find 4 cable organizer sleeves, 50 adjustable ties and 10
multiclips. If there's anything missing, please let us know by dropping a message to
wecare@nocry.com, and we'll be right on it.
✔ To use the cable organizer sleeve, gather the cords you wish to organize together and zip
them up in the sleeve. If you need a longer sleeve for organizing your cables, you can join
the sleeves together using the buckles.
✔ If the cables you want to organize are in uneven lengths and you need a shorter sleeve
for some of them, you can cut small holes in the material of the sleeve and pull the shorter
cables through. This is a great option for cables that are going to different locations, simply
cut a hole where each cable needs to exit. Be careful not to make these incisions when the
cables are in the sleeve!
✔ The adjustable ties are velcro-backed to easily wrap around and attach to themselves.
They create the perfect solution to wrapping up cables into neat bundles. Simply attach
them to other adjustable ties for larger groups.
✔ Before applying the multiclips, clean the surface where you wish to place the clips with
alcohol, and let it dry naturally. Then peel the sticker off the clip, and apply the clip to the
cleaned area. Press it down hard onto the surface for 5 seconds, and leave it there for 5 to
10 hours for the binding to form before placing cables through it. For the best results, apply
the adhesive clips in a temperature of 47-89°F (8-32°C).
✔ If placing the multiclips on vertical surfaces and/or ceilings, make sure to use an
appropriate quantity of clips that supports the thickness and weight of the cable(s).
We have vowed to treat every customer like we'd treat our mom...on her birthday, no less. So if
there is an issue with your cable organizer set, or you have some questions, let us know at
wecare@nocry.com, and we'll get back to you within 24 h at the latest.

